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PDT MACRON VISITED PROF RAOULT AS HE SHOWS HIS SUCCESSFUL STUDY
AGAINST COVID-19
DOC CHLOROQUINE OF MARSEILLE ACCLAIMED

Paris, Washington DC, 12.04.2020, 01:52 Time

USPA NEWS - This Thursday, April 9, French President Emmanuel Macron visited Professor Didier Raoult at the IHU in Marseille.
This is a confidential trip, decided at the last minute, during which the president was able to visit the laboratories and interact with the
teams. This visit, coinciding with the success of the petition, from Philippe Douste Blazy (Former Minister of Health) and Christian
Peronne, launched on change.org on April 3, called (#Let´s not Waste Time anymore) #NePerdonsPlusDeTemps collected 487,940
signatures.

A PETITION NEARS A HALF MILLION SIGNATURES AND EMINENT PROFESSORS SUPPORTING PROF
RAOULT-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A collective and trio of eminent doctors support Pr Didier Raoult. The petition called “#NePerdonsPlusDeTemps“�, launched on
Friday on the Change.org platform, aims to extend the treatment with hydroxychloroquine for patients with COVID-19, by authorizing
their prescription without waiting for them to have a aggravated stage of the disease.A petition launched by the former Minister of
Health Philippe Douste-Blazy, asking to soften the possibilities of prescribing chloroquine, this treatment whose use against the
coronavirus provokes heated debates, exceeded 200,000 signatures on Sunday evening , while a trio of eminent doctors support Pr
Didier Raoult. Didier Raoult confirms the effectiveness of his method in a first, study on 80 patients, and recently the study comprising
1000 patients.The petition called “#NePerdonsPlusDeTemps“�, launched on Friday on the Change.org platform, aims to extend
hydroxychloroquine treatments for patients with COVID-19, by authorizing their prescription without waiting for them to have an
aggravated stage of the disease. ANSM warns of possible "serious side effects" of Plaquenil and Kaletra, after 3 suspicious
deaths.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In addition, three eminent doctors recommended, in a column published on Sunday evening on the "Figaro" site, to apply the treatment
developed by the highly publicized Professor Didier Raoult, who advocates the use of hydroxychloroquine from the onset early
symptoms of coronavirus. The rostrum pleads: “The strong point of Pr Raoult's tests is, from our point of view, a very rapid reduction in
viral load with negativation of virological research in more than 90% of cases in less than eight days, which could make it possible to
avoid aggravation and in particular transfer to intensive care. " It is signed by the former scientific director of the National Cancer
Institute Fabien Calvo, the former president of the High Authority for Health Jean-Luc Harousseau and the former director general of
the National Agency for the Safety of Medicines and health products, Dominique Maraninchi.

FAMOUS MICROBIOLOGIST PROF RAOULT REVEALED TO PRESIDENT MACRON THE SUCCESS OF CHOLOROQUIN AT
91% AGAINST COVID-19------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
During his visit to the Marseille University Hospital Institute (IHU). the Head of State, Emmanuel Macron put on a mask to meet the
famous microbiologist, French from Marseille "Monsieur Chloroquine" the professor Didier Raoult. It is at the same time acclaimed by
many experts, doctors and other researchers, while being controversial by a part of the medical community ... Didier Raoult, whose
protocols based on chloroquine divide the scientific community, the FOR and the AGAINST , all the same create curiosity, even the
fascination of public opinion. This can also be explained by the long queues in front of its Marseille Institute, where hundreds of hopeful
patients (COIVID-19 infection, in the first stage), coming from near or far, administer Hydroxychloroquine, is an antimalarial but is used
mixed with an antibiotic, (Chloroquine + Azithromycine) under a specific dosage under monitoring medical. This treatment cannot be
prescribed by self-medication, regardless of the degree of COVID-19 infection. and cure. There is also the personalization itself of
Didier Raoult, atypical and with an offbeat look, and a frank speaking, unusual in the world of biological research ... And then, the fact
that many countries having ordered chloroquine, as , the USA, Iran, Israel, Morocco, Italy, Netherlands, Belgium, Tunisia, South Korea
... unlike France itself which recently prescribed it (Only under administration by specialist for patients with little COVID-19). Doctor
Raoult and his cholorquin protocols have aroused enormous controversy or even deep debates in France, within the medical
corporation and research only in political circles .... While public opinion seems to want to "trust Dr. Raoult, with its 91% success rate



for the last cohort protocol of 1000 patients, In addition, the mobilization of the petition of Philippe Douste Blazy, one of the most
famous supporters, having declared: "In an acute health crisis, it was important that the political authority came to form its own opinion
on the spot".
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